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Disclaimer 
This material has been prepared solely for purposes of illustration and discussion. Under no circumstances should the information 
contained herein be used or considered as an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Any security offering is 
subject to certain investor eligibility criteria as detailed in the applicable offering documents. The information contained herein is 
confidential and may not be reproduced or circulated in whole or in part. The information is in summary form for convenience of 
presentation, it is not complete and it should not be relied upon as such. 

All information, including performance information, has been prepared in good faith; however Partners Group makes no 
representation or warranty express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, and nothing herein shall 
be relied upon as a promise or representation as to past or future performance. This material may include information that is 
based, in part or in full, on hypothetical assumptions, models and/or other analysis of Partners Group (which may not necessarily 
be described herein), no representation or warranty is made as to the reasonableness of any such assumptions, models or 
analysis. Any charts which represent the composition of a portfolio of private markets investments serve as guidance only and 
are not intended to be an assurance of the actual allocation of private markets investments. The information set forth herein was 
gathered from various sources which Partners Group believes, but does not guarantee, to be reliable. Unless stated otherwise, 
any opinions expressed herein are current as of the date hereof and are subject to change at any time. All sources which have 
not been otherwise credited have derived from Partners Group. 
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2024 Q1 review 
 

Key market drivers 

Following the good performance in Q4 of last year, global equity markets started 2024 on a 

very strong footing, led mainly by a few large-cap technology sector companies. The US Q4 

GDP rose by 3.3%, and consumer sentiment was its highest level since 2021, bolstering this 

equity rally, though it has created uncertainty about the timing of the rate cuts. Consequently, 

the US Fed and the ECB have both maintained rates at elevated levels, and expectations for 

the number of cuts this year have also reduced. This had a dampening impact on the perfor-

mance of long-duration assets, such as infrastructure, which failed to match up to the rally in 

broader equity market indices. On a positive note, several of our portfolio companies reported 

FY 2023 results during the quarter, and they continued to reflect strong underlying business 

performance across most infrastructure sectors. Chinese equities were an exception, how-

ever, as the economy grew by 5.2% in 2023, which matched already bearish expectations. 

 

During Q1, the Partners Group Listed Investments SICAV – Listed Infrastructure fund rose by 

1.7%, but underperformed its benchmark by 150 bps, largely due to performance differential 

in March. The fund was ahead of the benchmark by a similar amount at the end of February 

but lost that relative performance in March as yields continued to climb following strong eco-

nomic numbers in the US and the EU. Furthermore, the energy sector was one of the stronger 

performers during the quarter, as oil and gas prices climbed, and helped the relative perfor-

mance of the benchmark. The performance of the fund in Q1 was supported by the transport 

and the utility (including energy) sectors, while communication infrastructure was especially 

weak, driven mainly by the rise in yields rather than a deterioration of business performance. 

Among regions, North American equities performed very strongly and drove most of the per-

formance for the fund, while Australian and UK equities were the principal detractors of per-

formance during the quarter. 

Key portfolio drivers 
Transport infrastructure continued the strong performance from the previous quarter, and rose 

by over 5%, driven mainly by airports. Flughafen Zurich was among the strongest performers 

during the quarter as it reported solid FY 2023 results and provided supportive guidance for 

2024, as well as increased dividends by over 50%. The company now expects 2024 traffic to 

be at c. 95% of 2019, which was ahead of previous market forecasts. Additionally, the Swiss 

regulators are considering a potential roll-over mechanism, which could mean that the com-

pany would get a retrospective uplift from the underperformance during the pandemic. Toll 

roads and railroads also contributed positively to the fund performance, though less than air-

ports. Ferrovial was one of the standout performers within toll roads, as it initiated the process 

to list its shares on the Nasdaq, in addition to its listings in Madrid and in Amsterdam. The 

company aims to increase its investments in the US, so a listing at the Nasdaq should increase 

its appeal to international investors. Furthermore, the company also received a double-digit 

hike in its tolls charged on the ETR 407 highway in Canada after a four year freeze. This was 

higher than expectations and also contributed to the strong performance of its shares. 

 

Communication infrastructure, after a very strong performance in Q4 last year, was the major 

detractor within the portfolio, with performance largely driven by the rise in yields rather than 

any material slowdown in business activity. All the towers in the portfolio declined in value, 
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despite all of them reporting healthy FY 2023 results. Cellnex also organized a Capital Markets 

Day in March, where they outlined their growth plans, increased remuneration of shareholders, 

and its credit rating was upgraded to investment grade. Despite these positive events, Cellnex 

remained one of the weakest performers within the portfolio for the quarter, though we believe 

valuation seems even more appealing now, given its assured growth outlook. American Tower 

and SBA Communications also reported good FY 2023 results but were among the worst 

performers for the quarter. 

Within utilities, the waste managers were the best performers, rising by over 14%, driven by 

very strong FY 2023 results. They continue to benefit from moderating inflation, driving im-

proved margins and accelerating unit profitability. Waste Management and Republic Services 

also increased EBITDA by 7% and 13% in 2023, respectively, improving profitability while 

continuing to grow revenues. Both companies have also demonstrated that they can consist-

ently increase prices above inflation, which we expect will lead to further margin improvement 

in the future. Energy pipelines in the portfolio also contributed positively to performance, rising 

by 7% on average for the quarter. Williams – the US operator – performed well since re-

porting solid FY23 results, and its target price was increased by analysts on the back of strong 

gas demand, as well as the announcement that energy company EQT Corp is acquiring Eq-

uitrans Midstream, which removed a deal overhang for the company. Regulated T&D utilities 

increased slightly in value during the quarter, while regulated water utilities declined margin-

ally, but the combined impact on the portfolio performance was small.    

Finally, both the social infrastructure operators in our portfolio declined in value, though FY 

2023 results for both were largely in-line. 

Portfolio positioning and outlook 

Regulated utilities and communication infrastructure both remain the largest allocations within 

our portfolio, and in 2023, we increased our exposure to communication towers by selectively 

reducing the allocations to airports and to Chinese gas utilities. In the past quarter, we have 

made no changes to the portfolio, though we have initiated research on a new sector – logis-

tics. No new investments were made in the previous quarter either. 

 

Among sectors, communications infrastructure remains one of our key sector focuses over 

the next few years, given the strong tailwinds for the sector. We continue to see large invest-

ment needs for the sector that could drive earnings growth over the medium to long term. We 

see more scope of outsourcing towers by MNOs in Europe, and the 5G investments by the 

US-based MNOs are expected to accelerate further. These are companies that are expected 

to grow at mid-to-high single digits (higher in certain cases), with very long-term contracts 

(~30Y in some cases), and with very healthy EBITDA margins (>50%). They also have inflation 

escalators, with very low maintenance capex as percentage of revenue. We do not believe 

the sub-20x P/AFFO multiples will last for very long, and the market will react positively to 

earnings growth for the sector. Data centers are also expected to benefit from such long-term 

secular trends.  We have increased our position in communication infrastructure over the past 

two years since we find that underlying fundamentals and leasing activity all remain robust. 

We continue to see good opportunities within regulated utilities. Most of the companies within 

the sector have reported strong FY 2023 earnings, and we expect this trend to continue. Dur-

ing the pandemic, the regulated utilities did not modify their medium-term investment plans or 

faced unfavorable changes to their regulation, both of which are promising indicators for the 
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sector's earnings growth potential. However, within the sector, we continue to emphasize on 

electric and water utilities, and have changed allocations accordingly. Furthermore, those util-

ities that are subject to stable regulation, have a strong balance sheet and meaningful capex 

on their regulated asset base, should also provide better performance even in a rising interest 

rate environment. 

We remain positive on the US waste managers, and our exposure to the sector has grown 

accordingly over the past two years. Finally, while performance of transport infrastructure has 

recovered to some extent, we find that toll road traffic has recovered more meaningfully, but 

airport passenger numbers are still slightly below pre-Covid levels. This is evident from ob-

serving Vinci’s reported numbers as toll road traffic in 2022 was already above 2019 levels, 

while airport passenger numbers are expected to exceed pre-pandemic levels in the 2023-25 

periods. We continue to take a cautious approach on the sector and believe traffic on toll-

roads will continue to recover faster than airports, as appetite for travel remains. Furthermore, 

toll road valuations are attractive. We are cautious on airports over the medium-term, and 

especially on those that are exposed to international long-haul, business and transfer traffic. 

We also remain positive on the outlook for railroads.  

In summary, our portfolio is well-balanced between defensiveness and growth, and well-diver-

sified across infrastructure sectors. Two thirds of the portfolio remain invested in less GDP-

sensitive sectors such as regulated utilities, towers and social infrastructure operators, which 

will likely still provide growth even in an economic downturn scenario. The underlying portfolio 

companies continue to perform well from a fundamental point of view. Furthermore, a scenario 

of rising nominal rates is not negative per se for the Partners Group Listed Investments SICAV 

– Listed Infrastructure fund as more than 70% of the portfolio companies' underlying revenues 

are directly or indirectly linked to inflation. 

ESG 

We believe it is worthwhile highlighting that the fund follows an ESG approach like all Partners 

Group products. Partners Group has been an early mover in ESG, as a UNPRI signatory since 

2001 and with a dedicated ESG team that has been in place for many years. We have in the 

past and continue to decline certain investments purely on ESG concerns and the exclusion 

of power generation and in particular "dirty" coal fired power plants and "tail risky" nuclear 

power plants makes our fund even further ESG relevant. We would also like to highlight that 

our fund is rated 'AA' – by the MSCI ESG platform. 
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